
Ring Sizing Guide


Ring sizing can be challenging, so here’s a guide to help you find the right size.


Before printing our guide, make sure your printer’s page scaling is set to ‘none’, or PDF is set to 100%.  Once 
printed, measure the lines below with a ruler to ensure accurate sizing.  Also place a quarter on the square 
below; it should fit over the diagram precisely as pictured.





After ensuring measurements are precise:

1) Carefully cut out the ring sizer;

2) Cut a slit along the cutting line as indicated;

3) Slide the pointed end through the slit before slipping the sizer onto your finger;

4) Gently pull on the pointed end until you have a comfortably snug fit, but not too tight; have someone help 
you for a more accurate measurement;

5) The pointer indicates your size.


Repeat these steps a 3-4 times at different times of the day for the most accurate measurement because 
finger size can fluctuate with mercury rising or falling and sodium consumption.

  

If two sizes seem to fit, always opt for the larger.


If you have large knuckles, go up a half-size.


If the ring you’re measuring for has a wide band, go up a half-size.


We don’t recommend using string for measuring as it can stretch, giving you an inaccurate measurement.


If this is a surprise purchase: 

1) Borrow one of your intended’s rings, one she wears on the left hand ring finger (finger sizes differ from the 
left hand to the right), preferably one with a narrow band, and place it on the ring sizer below;

2) The black circle should touch inside the ring;

3) Once you know her size, make a notation of it so when you’re ready to purchase, you remember it.












To find out more about Sparkle Cut Diamonds, hit us up on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram or Pinterest.

 


https://twitter.com/SparkleCut
https://www.facebook.com/SparkleCut/
https://www.instagram.com/sparklecut
https://www.pinterest.com/sparklecut/

